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The linear magnetohydrodynamics stability of local and global resistive pressure-driven instabilities
is examined computationally in a cylinder. Both instabilities are resistive from beta values of zero
up to several times the Suydam limit. Both transition to ideal modes at higher beta values. No
sudden change in growth rate occurs at the Suydam limit. The global pressure-driven modes, of
tearing parity, will likely be important in high beta plasmas, such as obtained in the reversed field
pinch. © 2002 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1481860兴

studies of the growth rate have been accomplished using
eigenmode analysis 共matrix shooting兲.14 –16
In the present work, we employ initial value computation to evaluate the growth rate and radial structure, for an
arbitrary wave number, of the resistive pressure-driven instability. We find two results. First, for a rather wide range of
beta, from zero to several times the Suydam limit, the highk interchange mode is resistive. It is resistive in its radial
structure 共which results in reconnection兲, and its growth rate,
which is small and scales as S ⫺1/3 at low D S , and more
weakly with S as D S increases. The instability transitions to
an ideal mode at very high beta values (D S ), several times
the Suydam limit. Only at these very high beta values is the

The linear stability of ideal and resistive pressure-driven
interchange modes is an old subject that has received extensive analysis. Its relevance today is somewhat heightened, as
experiments with unfavorable magnetic curvature, such as
reversed field pinches 共RFP兲 and stellarators, are operating
with pressure at or above the ideal interchange stability limit.
In stellarators beta values above the Mercier limit are obtained in experiment, with no observation of instability.1 The
investigation of global resistive modes have been examined
in stellarators in currentless equilibria applicable to the Heliotron DR device.2 In the RFP, control of the current density
profile has succeeded in substantially reducing currentdriven tearing instability and increasing beta to the point that
pressure-driven modes may begin to be consequential.3 In
this paper we examine the behavior of the linear resistive
interchange instability in current-carrying cylindrical plasmas, as beta varies from less than the ideal stability 共Suydam兲 limit to much larger than the ideal limit.
The ideal interchange instability in a cylinder has been
examined in some detail, following the calculation by Suydam that a localized pressure-driven instability in a bad curvature region, is excited if the stability parameter D S
⫽⫺(8  p ⬘ /r)(q/B z q ⬘ ) 2 兩 r s ⬎0.25, 4 where q is the safety
factor, p is the pressure and ( ) ⬘ ⫽d/dr. Subsequently, the
dependence of the analytic growth rate on D S 共in the limit of
large wave number, k兲 has been treated by several authors.5,6
In many of these treatments the inertial term is included in a
layer around the resonant surface only. The eigenfunction
solution in the outer region is matched to that obtained in the
layer.7–9 The result is that the growth rate depends on D S
共which is proportional to beta兲 as ␥ max⬇C exp (⫺2/冑 ),
where  ⫽D S ⫺0.25. Thus, the growth rate is exponentially
small near the ideal limit (D S ⫽0.25), becoming large for D S
values well above this limit. Numerical values for the growth
rate of ideal interchange modes have also been obtained in a
diffuse linear pinch.10,11
The addition of small resistivity defeats the shear stabilization and resistive interchange modes become always unstable in a cylinder.12 Matching the outer solution to a layer
that includes resistivity yields an analytical growth rate that
scales with Lundquist number, S, as ␥ ⬃S ⫺1/3. 13 Numerical
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FIG. 1. Equilibrium magnetic field and pressure profiles (B Z ,B  ,p).
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FIG. 2. The growth rate, ␥ A , of the m⫽1, k⫽10.5 mode vs D S .
S⫽106 ,  0 ⫽1.6, ␣⫽4, ␦⫽3, p 1 ⫽0.9. The triangles are computational
results corresponding to resistive modes and the square boxes correspond
to pure ideal modes. The solid line is the analytical growth rate of
ideal interchange modes. The transition from resistive to ideal interchange modes occurs at high D S ⬃1.0. The dashed vertical line is the
Suydam limit.

mode ideal in its radial structure and its growth rate 共which
becomes independent of S and scales with D S as described
by ideal MHD兲. Second, we find that for the RFP global
pressure-driven modes are important. These modes transition
from resistive to ideal as beta increases, similar to that of the
interchange.
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FIG. 4. Growth rate scaling of localized interchange mode m⫽1, k⫽10.5,
with Lundquist number S, for various values of D S . At low D S (⬍0.25)
this scaling is resistive and at high D S 共high ␤兲 is ideal.

The three dimensional nonlinear DEBS code17 is used to
solve the following set of compressible resistive MHD equations in cylindrical geometry in the linear regime:

 Ā
⫽SV̄⫻B̄⫺  J̄,
t


␤0
 V̄
⫽⫺S  V̄•“V̄⫹SJ̄⫻B̄⫹  ⵜ 2 V̄⫺S “ P,
t
2

B̄⫽“ÃĀ,

J̄⫽“ÃB̄,

P
⫽⫺S“• 共 PV̄ 兲 ⫺S 共 ␥ ⫺1 兲 P“•V̄,
t
where time and radius are normalized to resistive diffusion
time  R ⫽4  a 2 /c 2  0 and minor radius a, S⫽  R /  A is the
Lundquist number,  is the viscosity coefficient, which measures the ratio of characteristic viscosity to resistivity 共the
magnetic Prandtl number兲, and ␤ 0 ⫽8  P 0 /B 20 is the beta

FIG. 3. Radial magnetic field magnitude vs radius for 共a兲 D S ⫽0.23, ␥ A
⫽6.5⫻10⫺3 , 共b兲 D S ⫽0.756, ␥ A ⫽3.3⫻10⫺2 , 共c兲 D S ⫽0.95, ␥ A ⫽5.4
⫻10⫺2 , 共d兲 D S ⫽1.72, ␥ A ⫽0.35. For all cases S⫽106 , m⫽1, k⫽10.5.

FIG. 5. Growth rate of low-k pressure-driven mode, m⫽1 k⫽1.8 mode vs
␤ 0 . The triangles denote resistive modes and the square boxes denote pure
ideal modes. Some of the points are computed at S⫽104 共dashed curve兲, and
while some are at S⫽105 共solid curve兲.
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FIG. 6. Radial magnetic field B r vs radius for global
modes 共m⫽1, k⫽1.8兲 at S⫽105 for 共a兲 D S ⫽0.24,
␥ A ⫽3.4⫻10⫺3 , 共b兲 D S ⫽1.3, ␥ A ⫽7.3⫻10⫺2 .

normalized to the axis value. The mass density  is assumed
to be uniform in space and time. The equations are fully
compressible and describe both shear and compressional Alfvén waves, as well as resistive instabilities. To resolve the
ideal and resistive interchange modes in the linear computation, the maximum timestep has been examined for convergence. The growth rate solutions are converged in timestep
and spatial resolution to the level of 2% and 1%, respectively. The code uses the finite difference method for the
radial coordinate.
To isolate the pressure-driven modes, an equilibrium
which is stable to resistive current-driven modes is chosen
共by the ⌬ ⬘ criterion兲. The equilibrium parallel current profile
and pressure profile are (r)⫽J•B/B 2 ⫽2  0 (1⫺r ␣ ) and
p(r)⫽ p 0 (1⫺ p 1 r ␦ ), respectively, where ␣,  0 , ␦, p 0 and p 1
are free constants. Other equilibrium quantities can be computed from the  and z components of “ÃB̄⫽(r)B̄
⫹ ␤ 0 B̄Ãⵜp(r)/2B 2 共see Fig. 1兲.
First, we examine highly localized interchange modes by
choosing modes with high axial wave number, k. The dependence of the growth rate on D S ⫽⫺(8  p ⬘ /r)(q/B z q ⬘ ) 2 兩 r s is
shown in Fig. 2. The mode selected 共azimuthal mode number
m⫽1, k⫽10.5兲 is resonant at r/a⫽0.78. We see that the
growth rate is always nonzero and increasing with D S , but
follows the analytical ideal value only at D S ⬎1.0. The
growth rate at lower D S values is much greater than the ideal
growth rate. It increases smoothly through the Suydam limit
(D S ⫽0.25), which plays no role for resistive instability. As
expected, the growth rate depends on D S only, rather than its
constituents, ␤ 0 or magnetic shear, separately.
The radial structure of instability also indicates that a
transition from a resistive to ideal interchange mode occurs
at D S ⬃1.0 共for this particular m, k and S兲. Ideal and resis-

tive instabilities can be distinguished by the magnitude of the
radial magnetic field B r . The radial field is nonzero at the
resonant surface only for a resistive mode. We see that the
mode structure is resistive for D S ⬍0.9 关Figs. 3共a兲 and 3共b兲兴
and ideal for D S ⬎0.9 关Figs. 3共c兲 and 3共d兲兴, in agreement
with the growth rates of Fig. 2.
The transition from resistive to ideal modes is also evident in the S dependence of the growth rate ␥ 共Fig. 4兲. At
low D S , ␥ scales as S ⫺1/3 共resistive scaling兲, whereas at very
high D S , ␥ is roughly independent of S 共ideal scaling兲. The
D S value at which the mode transitions from a resistive to an
ideal mode depends upon S. The transition value for D S
decreases with S. This can be inferred from Fig. 4. The triangles are resistive modes 共from the radial structure兲 and the
square boxes are ideal. For values of S (106 ⫺107 ) of the
present experiments, the transition occurs at D S ⬃0.7⫺1.0
共or ␤ 0 ⬃40⫺60%兲 well above experimental beta values.
High-k localized modes can be stabilized by finite Larmor radius effects.8,18 Thus, global, low-k pressure-driven
modes may be more important for the RFP. The ideal stability of global pressure-driven modes have been examined in
the past and it has been shown that these modes become
unstable with the violation of Suydam criterion as well and
have kink-like behavior.11 Prior calculation of the growth
rate for the resistive global pressure-driven modes also show
an explicit dependence on the local parameter, D S 共as well as
the global parameters兲.12 Here, we have examined the growth
rate and radial structure of global modes, and find that they
also display a transition from resistive to ideal instability as
beta increases. The growth rate for the m⫽1, k⫽1.8 mode is
shown in Fig. 5. The triangles correspond to resistive modes
共as judged from the radial structures兲, while the boxes correspond to ideal modes. The mode is unstable at low beta

FIG. 7. Radial magnetic field (B r ) and radial velocity
( v r ) eigenfunctions for global kink 共m⫽1, k⫽2兲 and
localized interchange 共m⫽1, k⫽45兲 modes in the ideal
limit 共S⫽106 , D S ⫽0.9兲. 共a兲 B r for k⫽2, 共b兲 v r for k
⫽2, 共c兲 B r for k⫽45, 共d兲 v r for k⫽45.
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FIG. 8. Wave number spectrum of ideal pressure-driven modes at D s
⬃1.0, S⫽106 . Triangles denote modes with a radial structure with tearing
mode parity; boxes denote interchange parity.

values 共less than the Suydam limit兲 and transitions to ideal
modes at high beta 共several times the Suydam limit兲. The
radial structure for low and high D S values 共Fig. 6兲 shows
the change from a resistive to an ideal structure. These
modes differ from the localized modes in their parity. The
global mode structure for the radial magnetic and velocity
fields 关Figs. 7共a兲 and 7共b兲兴 show tearing mode parity (B r
even about the resonant surface, v r odd兲. The parity is opposite for the localized interchange modes 关Figs. 7共c兲 and 7共d兲兴.
The k spectrum of the growth rate of all pressure-driven
modes 共Fig. 8兲 illustrates the transition from tearing parity
modes 共depicted by triangles兲 to interchange parity 共boxes兲
as k increases. We also observe that the growth rate for the
global modes is about equal to that of the localized interchange.
The resistive–ideal transition of the localized modes is
similar to that calculated for the stellarator.2 However, there
are significant differences between the behavior of global
modes. In the currentless stellarator, the global, low-k modes
have interchange parity and do not display a transition to a
distinct ideal structure. In contrast, for the current-carrying
plasmas examined here, modes with tearing parity are the
most unstable and evolve from resistive to ideal at high beta.
In summary, motivated by the advance of present day
experiments toward high beta regimes, we have revisited the
behavior of linear local and global resistive pressure-driven
MHD instabilities over a wide range of beta and resistivity
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共Lundquist number兲. We find that the Suydam criterion is not
very relevant, in agreement with an earlier analytical calculation of ideal growth rates. The localized interchange is resistive 共in growth rate and radial structure兲 at beta values up
to several times the Suydam limit, transitioning to an ideal
mode at extremely high beta. No sudden changes in growth
rate occur at the Suydam limit. This result may be consistent
with the apparent absence of localized instability onset in
experiments operating at or above the Suydam 共or Mercier兲
stability limit.1 For the RFP, we find that global pressuredriven modes 共of tearing spatial parity兲 are equally unstable
and have a similar transition from resistive to ideal as beta
increases. Since the localized modes are more subject to stabilization mechanisms beyond MHD 共such as finite Larmor
radius stabilization兲, the global modes will likely be more
influential in the reversed field pinches at high beta. In future
studies we will examine the nonlinear behavior of these instabilities.
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